Visual Workflow

Package insert for a successful collaboration
We are designers and image creators who care about architecture. Our greatest
ambition is to work out the expression of your project in collaboration with you.
We have made it our goal to bring the story of a still immaterial design to life in an
atmospheric and evocative way. In our commitment, we describe how we see the
relationship between art and service and how we weight the various needs.
For the cooperation with you, this document should explain which information we
will need in which step and which possibilities you have to influence the creation
of a visualisation at any time.
Our process supports us and you in avoiding additional work and ensuring that
we finish within the agreed deadlines. We are aware that, despite good planning,
things can sometimes turn out differently. That is why we try to make everything
possible within the given deadlines and also implement corrections if they are not
phase-appropriate. This may involve additional costs compared to the original
quotation. At this point it is worth mentioning that we do not automatically
implement all correction requests we receive. Rather, we want to advise you
professionally and use our expertise in image design to put your project in the
best light.
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Visual Workflow
Overview

_0 Preparation
Data transfer

Plans exported as dwg/pdf (floor plans, sections,
views, detailed plans, situation plan)
or 3D model exported
Ideas on image content and viewpoint,
material concept, landscape design,
reference images if necessary

Creating the 3D model
Developing an
image concept
Options for points of view

_1 Concept
Points of view and image concept

Corrections on 3D model
Decision for points of view,
feedback on the
image concept
Correcting 3D model
Creating image content:
materialisation,
landscape,
furnishing etc.

_2 Crafting
Work in progress
Design support (-> page 4)

Feedback on the overall
image, materialisation,
furnishing, landscape and
any model errors
Implementing corrections
Adding people,
further details and
fine-tuning the image

_3 Refining
Pre-Final

Final feedback on the
image, corrections to
details if necessary
Implementing the last
corrections

Final confirmation
(please also consider
our copyrights)

_4 Finishing
Final image
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Visual Workflow
Preparation

Data transfer
To be able to start our work, we need initial plans.You are invited to send us the
documents via our project platform at the agreed date. Ideally, this package
already contains all project-relevant documents. If a 3D model of the project is not
yet available, we will create one on the basis of plans.
To get started, we need:
—

Relevant plans (as .dwg and for checking as .pdf )
— Elevations
— Floor plans
— Sections
— For exterior images: site or landscape plan
— Relevant detailed plans
— Thoughts on image content
optional:
— If already known: approximate viewpoints, marked in a floor plan
— If available: Concept sketches, initial image ideas or reference images
— If available: 3D model (-> Guide for 3D models)
— If available: Photos (-> Guide for photography on site)
— Ideas on the style of the image (realistic, painted)
— Season and time of day (twilight, sunny, foggy, etc.)
— References for mood and atmosphere
— Material concept or information on materialisation
— Environmental concept (plants, surfaces, references)
— Furnishing and interior design
— Target group (buyers, political committees, building owners)

_0 Preparation
Data transfer
_1 Concept
Points of view and image concept
_2 Crafting
Work in progress
_3 Refining
Pre-Final
_4 Finishing
Final image
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Visual Workflow
Concept

_0 Preparation
Data transfer
_1 Concept
Points of view and image concept
_2 Crafting
Work in progress
_3 Refining
Pre-Final
_4 Finishing
Final image

Concept
With the existing or jointly developed ideas, we work out an overall concept for
the images. The following points give a possible selection of topics that should be
clarified:
— Choice of points of view and perspective (focal length, eye level)
— Image format and size (how big the image will be printed)
— Lighting mood
— Daylight or artificial light
— Choice of time of day and season
— Soft or hard shadows
— Light colour
The image concept can be developed and communicated in very different ways.
In some cases it is sufficient to talk about the hoped-for image mood based on
references.
In order to proceed with the editing, we need at this point:
— Your feedback on the points of view
— Corrections for geometric errors
— A confirmation or feedback on the image concept.
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Visual Workflow
Crafting

_0 Preparation
Data transfer
_1 Concept
Points of view and image concept
_2 Crafting
Work in progress
_3 Refining
Pre-Final
_4 Finishing
Final image

Design support:

Crafting
In this step we work out the expression of the image, its story. It's being told
through material, light and the use of furniture and objects.
Before the setting and furnishings are fully worked out, we send the image
as work in progress. The aim is to receive feedback and - in the best case confirmation that we are hitting the mood to support the planned use of the
visualisation.
If there are still corrections or adjustments to be made to the 3D model, now is the
last opportunity to introduce them.
In order to continue with the editing, we need at this point:
— Confirmation or feedback on the materialisation
— Feedback on the image, the furniture and landscaping
— Last geometry corrections, if necessary
If there are still ambiguities regarding image content, we may repeat this step. See
also the box "Design support".

An additional service that we
love to offe with pleasure is
the "designing on the image".
If the content of the picture
cannot be defined in advance
because certain parts still
have to be designed, we will
be happy to support you with
the design. This work is best
covered by a limited addition
to the quotation, which is
discussed in advance. We are
happy to provide advice and
our experience.
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Visual Workflow
Refining

_0 Preparation
Data transfer
_1 Concept
Points of view and image concept
_2 Crafting
Work in progress
_3 Refining
Pre-Final
_4 Finishing
Final image

Refining
Corrections from the previous feedback are implemented or discussed. The scene
is then worked out in detail and enlivened with people.
We concentrate on the fine tuning, colours and contrasts are checked, light is
intensified, brightness and gradations are adjusted.
From our point of view, we already bring the visualisations to final quality at this
point.
We don't really need anything more for the completion of the picture at this point,
but we are happy to accept small adjustment requests:
— Feedback on the elaboration
— last minor corrections
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Visual Workflow
Finishing

_0 Preparation
Data transfer
_1 Concept
Points of view and image concept
_2 Crafting
Work in progress
_3 Refining
Pre-Final
_4 Finishing
Final image

Finalisation
The image is done!
Last minor adjustments are still possible and will be implemented by us with
pleasure (<1 hour of work). We will also try to make larger adjustments possible, if
our time situation and that of the project allow it.
We would like to thank you for your last confirmation and are always happy to
receive honest and open feedback on our cooperation.
Please consider our copyrights when using the image. You can use the image
without restriction at any time as long as we are credited as the copyright
holder in any publication with © Nightnurse Images. Please also remember to
communicate this when sharing the image.For competitions, this is best done by
recording us on the author's credit for ancillary work "visualisations", for other
publications ideally next to the visualisations or in an imprint of a brochure/
website.

